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Speech of Senator Mike Mansfield (D., Montana)
For Rdease A .M.'s lit a
' ;t. June 3, 1956
Fr,' e/ ea.- ,
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Rl::'.'lE V1 0F FORriGN POLICY - VT
A!ric:a - The Beginnings of Policy

Mr. Prc ciJcnt :
T'1is is the sixth in a series of disct·s sions which I began last

January und..!r the general description "Review of Foreign Policy".

In these

discus sian!), I have sout;ht lo call attention to situations in various regions of
the world and the

polici~s

w 1 .ich we are pursuing with respect to them.

My purpose in unuertaking this review is three-fold .

I hope that

my observations in concert with those of other Members will enlarge our
common understanding of the international issues which face the nation.

I

hope that they will contribute in a similar fashion to the understanding of these
issues by the American people.

I hope, finally, that they will serve some

constructive purpose in improving the fo r eign po li cies on which the nation
heavily depends for our peace and well-being .
In previous statements I discussed in succession our relations with
Southeast Asia, North Africa, the Midd l e East and most recently with Latin
America .

In all of those statements, it was possible to describe a pattern of

American policy.

It was not always an effective or consistent policy.

Never-

theless, there was at least an unde r standable base to build on, freque n tly a
faltering, uncertain base, but at least a recognizable base .
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That is less the case with respect to the area which I pr opo s e t o
consider today.

For Afnca and Sub-Sahara Africa m particular, we hav e

barely the beginnings of a policy.
I say that, not so much in criticism, but merely to underscore a
fact that is of great pertinence in our relations with that re gion .

i\:1uch of Africa

has long been beyond the horizon of our direct interest and, in consequence, we
have given it little direct consideration in our policy.

For the most part we

have approached that continent through the European nations which exercise
sovereignty over a great part of it.
That this is the case is clearly reflected in the organization of the
Department of State.

The African Division has been tacked on, like an after-

thought, to the Bureau of Near Eastern, South Asian, and African Affairs.

I

might also note that despite his wide and far - flung travels, the Secretary of State
has somehow managed virtually to overlook the second largest continent in the
world.

On second thought, I believe his plane did set down briefly in Cairo at

one time, on the way to somewhere else or coming from somewhere else.
What might be termed this official unawareness of Africa is not
confined to the Executive Branch ; it is shared by the Congress.

Africa has been

the subject of almost no discussion in the Senate in the last decade.
say the least, a most unusual phenomenon for this body .

That is, to

As the Members know,

our range of interest has otherwise been broad enough to cover in great detail a
range of such diverse subjects as Daylight Saving Time in the District of
Columbia, the awe-ins pi ring power of atomic energy, and Presidential
critiques of music critics

t
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Very few Senators in their travels abroad have found occasion to
retrace the paths of Stanley and Livingston through Africa, and I has ten to add
that I am as guilty as others of this negligence .

It has remained for the intrepid

gentlewoman from Ohio, in the other House, to blaze a Congressional trail
through the dangerous recesses of that vast continent.
In all seriousness, this neglect of Africa seems to me to create a
gap both in our understanding of the total international situation and in our
foreign policies.

In the past, the gap might have had few significant consequences.

Today , however, it seems t< me that it is one which we can ill-afford.
Circumstances change rapidly in the woxld whether or not the
Fxecutive Branch and the Congress choose to ignore the changes .
or later, we are face to face with their accumulated impact.

Then, sooner

What usually

follows is a new round of crisis diplomacy.
Current reports in the press and elsewhere suggest that something
of this sort may be building up in Africa.

Not entirely unlil<e Asia of the past

decade, the continent of Africa is now in major transition .

The circumstances

in the two situations are not precisely the same and therefore the outcome is not
likely tc be precisely the same.

But the transition in Africa, like that of Asia ,

arises frorn the same powerful source .

Concepts of national and human equality

have entered in force into the awareness of Africa .
modern material progress.

So, too, have concepts of

Many in Africa now know that life elsewhere offers

more than a predestined and unchangeable status of servitude whether it be
servitude to alien political power or servitude to sickness , supers tition and
starvation.

- 4 They have learned that men have human rights lodged in them by God.
They have learned, too, that modern technology po ints the way out of the lon g
night of fearful struggle fer mere animal existence.

Those Africans who kno w

these truths --and they are still comparatively few in number-- are passing
them on to their kinsmen .

The ideas are spreading irresistahly through the

continent.
These concepts -- the concepts of national and human equalily and of
modern progress --are just beginning to take root in Airica.

But experience

elsewhere in the world teaches us that once planted, they are concepts which
are not li!<ely to be eradicated from the minds of men.

They may be twisted,

turned and trampled on, but they will not die.
\''hat will is sue from these concepts in Africa is uncertain, for every
people give to them a unique imprint .

what ia certain, however, is lhat the

.Africa of tomorrow will be vastly different from the Africa of today, just as
Africa today bears little resemblance to the Africa of 50 years ago.
I believe it essential that, now, at the beginnings of policy with
Africa, we recognize the origin of the concepts which are stimulating these
changes.

They are not the product of an unseen or conspiritorial hand.

aria e out of the total experience of civilized man.

They

They are the life -blood of

freedom, the same concepts which have underlain the development of America
and in a Larger sense of all western culture.

They are the same concepts which

time and again all over the world have rallied whnle people$ to resist or to
overthrow tyrannies .
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I stress the universal and especially the w estern scurce of these
cc.,ncepts .

I do so because I believe we are about to witness the beginning of an

attempt to twist and turn the transition of Africa into channels of totalitarianism.
Press repo rts indicate that the Soviet drive into the Middle East is moving beyond
that area, deeply into .Africa, above and below the Sahara.

It is being pursu<'d on

cultural, diplomatic and economic fronts, and, as has happened elsewhere, the
concepts of freedom itself have been usurped and are being used by the communists to spearhead this drive,
The free nation a may deplore this development.

If we are honest

with ourselves, however, we shall acknowledge the fact that it has been the
inadequacies of V/estern policies in interpreting our own political, social and
economic ideals in Africa which have afforded in large part the opening wedge.
The Soviet drive is not going to be stopped by a wringing of hands.
It is not going to be stopped by military measures so long as it remains non-

military in nature.

L.east of all, will it be stopped by a further retreat from our

ow n finest beliefs .

If we and other free nations fail to uphold those beliefs in our

relations with Africa, in deed as well as wo rd, then we will have no one to blame
but ourselves if the emergent continent turns not toward the Wes t but towards
totalitarianism , communist or otherwise .
That is the principal reason why this country must remain alert to the
present African transition .

Until now, Africa has been largely what might be

termed a political neutron, inert and acted upon by others .
to move as an independent force in international life.

It is now beginning

\':hat takes place there in

- 6 the years immediately ahead will, in effect, determine whether the area o f
human freedom in the world shall be enlarged or contracted by the addition o r
subtraction of much, if not all, of that continent.
At this moment we can foresee only dimly the c o nsequences to our
own direct national interests which will stem from one or the other development.
Some immediate effects of the transition, h o wever, are already visible in their
impact on o ur international relations elsewhere.

The transition has involved our

relations with the principal Eur c pean democracies.

And as the Bandung

Conference of Asian-African nations so clearly demonstrated, it has involved ou1·
relations with the numerous peoples in Asia and elsewhere who have recently
achieved national freedom or who are moving in that direction.
Later in my remarks I shall deal in greater detail with the transition
in Africa and what I believe to be its meaning for American policy .

First, how-

ever, I wish to sketch briefly the background against which this transition is
taking place.
The continent consists roughly of three zones of change.

Across the

N o rth, alo ng the sho res of the .Mediterranean, are peoples in such areas as
Egypt, Libya, Algeria and Morocco who are tied closely by history to trends in
the Middle East and Europe .

I have already dealt at considerable length with

that region in previous remarks o n North Africa on March 2 0 , and the Middle
East on April UL

I shall not cover the same ground in detail again today.

At the extreme south of the continent is ano ther distinct zone in the
form of the Union of !:'.outh Africa.

This independent com:nonwealtb m arks the
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area of mcst intense European penetration.

')fits 12 or 13 million inhabitants,

some 3 million derive from Europe, largely from the United Kingdom and the
Netherlands.

Members of the Senate are well aware of what is transpiring in

that regicn at the present time .

There, in acute form, is presented the problem

of adjustment, each to the other, of three groups, Asian, .African and Furopean.
So far the attempt, based upun intensifying their separation, has produced a
tragedy compounded of fear, arrogance, injustice, and alienation.

Our own great

difficulty with the problem of segregation, however, constrains us to a great
humility in discussing this matter when it involves others.
Between the northern zone of Moslem peoples and southern zone of
European penetration lies the heart of Africa and the core of the African transition.

A map of this region , of Sub-Sahara Africa, reveals a patchwork of

independent nations, United Nations trusteeships, and colonies in various stages
of dependency on European powers.

It shows, for example, an independent

Ethiopia, restored at the end of r orld ..Jar II, a Sudan recently set free by the
United 1<ingdom, and a Liberia occupied by descendants of fermer American
::;laves, set free and returned to Africa m:1ny decades ago.
Map-making, like other honorable professions, has its own unique
traditions.

Certain colcrs, for example, have been assigned consistently over

the years to certain countries.

In keeping with this tradition, current maps of

P..frica, as did their predecessors, show a number of red patches.

These patches,

I hasten to add, refer net to communist-sponsored states but to ancient and
hcnorable British pes sessions.

In addition to Britain, France , Portugal,
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Belgium and Spain, all have dependencies in the region .

Certain of these

c untries also administer trusteeships over which the United Nations exercises
a considerable degree of supervision.
Each of the European nations has reacted to the recent pressures for
change within Africa in its own unique fashion.

The United Kingdom, for

example, has met the growing demand for national equality by adjusting promptly
in some instances to bona - fide nationalist movements which promise to lead to
stable self-government or independence.

Under this policy the Sudan has already

achieved political freedom in peace and the Gold Coast and Nigeria have moved
close to that goal in the same fashion.

By contrast, in the East African

dependency of Kenya, the stirrings of African discontent have Led to the brutal
and violent conflict of the Mau Mau uprisings .
France has sought to meet the pressures for change by a policy of
assimilation, an attempt to absorb the colonies and their inhabitants into the
French Union .

The effort has not been conspicuously successful in North Africa

and has now been altered in Morocco and Tunisia so that it conforms more closely
to the British example.

Elsewhere in the F rench possessions, hew ever, the

policy of assimilation remains.

Belgium has reacted by what m ight be termed a

policy of reverse equality; it has denied to Belgian nationals in the Congo all
political participation just as it denies such participation to the indigenous
inhabitants .

The Portuguese dispute the reality of the pressure for change, and

their colonial policies are little different now than they were centuries ago.
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Regardless of these differences in approach, I believe it is correct
to state that all the European nations have at one time or another recognized one
or more of the principal factors which are involved in the present transition in
Africa.

There is no question, for example, that the process of political adjust-

ment is well advanced in many British possessions .

On the other hand, in the

Belgian Congo where no political expression is permitted and the young are not
encouraced to expose themselves to the political beliefs of the i.IJest, there has
neverthdes s been a great advance in indigenous education, in health and other
social services .

And in the French, Spanish, and Portuguese colonies, racial

bars t<. human equality have been lar ge ly eliminated .
I do not know how effective these adjustments are likely to be in the
face of mounting pressure for change, whether they will suffice or not .
'know, however, that we ought to avoid superficial judgments of them .

I do
It is easy

enough from the vantage point of distance and non-involvement to be critical of
the Eruopean colonial nations .

Their past rec ord in dealing with the primitive

peoples of Africa is not, in many respects, an admirable one .

But then neither

is ours in North America, nor the British in Australia, nor the Spaniar ds in Latin
America, nor the Chinese in Southeast Asia, nor the Russians tn Central Asia,
nor the Mongols in Europe, and so on into history.
The point I am trying to make is that past injustices cannot be undone .
The nost we can hope to do is tc put them in reasonable perspective and go on
from there .

It seems to me fruitless to engage in debate over whether the

balance of African colonialism lies on the side of benefit or harm to the indigen(JUS
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peoples .

Certainly the Europeans have made contributions to Africa and

certainly they have exacted in return c o ntributions from that c o ntinent.

Or

perhaps it is more correct to put it the other way around.
What matters most, however, is not the past.

What matters most

is whether the policies of the colonial powers, and the policies of other free
natio ns, including our own, are effectively adjusted now and in the future to the
transition which has been set in motion by the awakening of the inhabitants of
Africa to the modern world.
We ought not to underestimate the complexity and the magnitude of
this

tasl~

of adjustment, particularly for the European colonial powers.

I men-

tioned earlier that the situation in Africa was somewhat analagous to that in Asia
a decade ago .

It is, in the sense that nationalism versus colonialism was the

decisive issue in many Asian countries at the end of VJ'orld 'Nar II.

In a similar

fashion, it is or is becoming the decisive issue in many parts of Africa .
In drawing lhe co rnparison between Asia and Africa, however, we
ought no t to overlook the differences in the two situations .

European colonialism

in Asia was superimposed for the most part on sophisticated civilizations with
long histories of cultural development .

The ideas and the techniques of the '"lest

influenced the existing way of Asian life but the y did not obliterate or suffocate
it.

In Africa, however, the Europeans opened a continent inhabited largely by

peoples, who, like the North American Indians, existed apa1·t from the mainstreams of history .
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To cite another significant difference : in Asia, colonialism was not
accompanied by massive European settlement.

There was never -- as there

are in South Africa, in Kenya or in Algeria -- anywhere near the sa me lar ge
bodies of setLled Europeans .

These settlers see their future and their children ' s

future in Africa, not in Europe .

Many are uncertain of that future .

Their fears

not infrequently lead them to resist being cut away from sources of military and
political power which l ie largely in Europe or the sharing of any significant
political power with the

indi~enous

peoples of the continent .

I am not conrloni.1g this fear; I am merely recognizing its exi stence ,
fe r it poses a major proble.n for the European co lonial nations .

In a previous

statement I dealt at some length with this problem as it confronts France in
Ncrth Africa .

But any responsible European government which attempts to

adjust its policies to meet thP. demands of the African transition, faces tremendous pressures over the same question .

If we contr:l st the peaceful political progress in the Gold Coast and
>ligeria on the one hand wil!1 the

~trifc

Africa, i:he point should be clear.

in Kenya and the regression in South

The contrast, I be lieve, is due in large

measure to the fact that in tbe Gold Coast and Nigetia, there arc few pe r manent
European sectlers .

I11

I<enya and in South Africa, howeve r, Europeans and

descendants of Europeans are settled in great numhcrs .

If the European nations face a formidable task in adjusting to the
transition, so, too, do the l eaders of .African nationalism .

Tc them falls much

o f the responsi b ility for shaping the changes which a1·e bound to occnr in Africa .
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They, too, face tremendous pressures.

In some cases, their responsibility

involves literally moving whole populat10ns from the Stone Age into the Twentieth
Century with great rapidity.
Modern African leaders are themselves awake to the meaning of
national and human equality and modern progress.

Their own enlightenment,

however, can have lasting significance only if it is shared with their own peoples,
They will need great compassion and patience for that.

They will also need

wisdom if they arc to choose with discrimination from among the welter of ideas
and ideologies which bear down on Africa from all sides, those which will benefit
their peoples.

As the Soviet drive into the continent gains momentum, the

pressures on these leaders will increase and the confusion of alternatives will
be further compounded.
I believe it will be well to recognize that while the ideological choices
which are made will be those of the African leaders and their peoples, the
policies of the free nations will profoundly influence them .

To the extent that

these policies reflect a firm devotion to the concepts of free men - - to the concepts of national and human equality, to the extent that they reflect a willingness
to assist in lhe progress of the African people --they can make a great contribution to the growth of human freedom.

By the same token, irreparable harm can be

done if these policies are short-sighted, fearful and repressive,
It seems to me that a foreign policy which serves the total interests

of this country, must welcome the present transition in Africa and the inevitability
of change which it brings .

We have already had an expression of Congressional
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sentiment to that effect with regard to aU dependent people throughout the world.
In the 84th Congress, a resolution was adopted unanimously by both Houses
calling for the administering of fo r eign policies and the exercising of our
influence in support of other peoples "in thei r effo r ts to achieve self-government
or independence".

j_H.

Con. Res. 149, 84th Gong . , l st Sessio::,7

I can conceive of no long - range interest worthy of this countr y which
would be at variance with this fundamental expression.
wise?

How cou ld it be other-

Can we reject the desire for national equality en the part of any people?

Similarly, can we frown upon their desire for human equality? Or can we
deprecate their efforts to impr ove their social and economic existence? To those
who can answer these questions in the affirmative, I respectfu lly suggest are reading of the Declaration of Independence and the Constitution cf the United
States .
National and human equality, and progress -- these are the basic
concepts of this nation.

In signing the Charter cf the United Nations we gave

endorsement to these same goals as l egitimate fo r all people .

That endorsement

must remain the guiding principle, the anchor o f our policies with respect to
Africa .

It imposes on us -- indeed it imposes on all nations which have signed

the Charter -- an obligation with respect to Africa which, in the light of our
own history if for no other reason, we ought willingly to sustain.

It is an

obligation to strive in our policies with respect to that continent to contribute to ,
rather than detract from, the achievement of these goals by the African peoples
themselves.

- l.tl -

At the same time, we ought to have clearly in mind our limitations
this connection.
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The achievement of rights is primarily the responsibility o f

peoples directly involved, both African and European.

VIe can assist but we

cannot impose.
I fully realize the difficulties of interpreting the principles of the
Charter, as they apply to Africa, in the countless decisions which must be made
by the Executive Branch of the government.

It seems to me, however, that we

have compounded these difficulties by our own neglect, by clinging to what seems
to me to be an outmoded approach to that continent.
I w0uld suggest, therefore, that the first step towards a more
effective policy en Africa involves an increase in the flow of direct information
on that continent into the formulation of policy .

V/ould such a flow not be

facilitated if the African branch of the Department of State were separated from
Near £astern and South Asian affairs and constituted as a Bureau under an
Assistant Secretary of State for African Affairs?

And would this body not be

better equipped to advise with the President on African matters if more Members
found occasion to include Africa in their travels abroad?
Even with the limited and inadequate knowledge we now possess, it
is possible to see the beginnings of a sound policy for Africa .
As I have already noted, the grow1ng as pi rations of the African people
fer national and human equality must have the consistent sympathy of this
cvuntry.

This sympathy must be reflected more clearly than is presently the

case in the general course which we pursue in the United Nations and elsewhere.
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I hope that few occasions will arise in which we will be at variance with the
Western Europeans on this matter .
be forthright .

V'hen they do, however, our position ought to

If we disagree with them, let us disagree honestly .

And if over-

riding circumstances compel us to accept temporary compromises, let us be
equally prepared to acknowledge them frankly.

Accommodation has a place in

the foreign policy of this nation, no less than in that of others, but hypocrisy does
not.
I believe this country should also be prepared lo enlarge the technical
assistance program in Africa if it is clear that such assistance can be effective
and that it is sought by the indigenous peoples .

If other practicable ways can be

developed which will hasten the economic and social progress of the African
peoples, we should be prepared to give them sympathetic consideration .

Again,

the test cf any such measures must be their contribution to the development of
national and human equality in Africa and to the well-being of the Pfrican people .
I noted earlier in these remarks that we were at the beginnings of
policy on Africa.

Because we are, we have an unusual opportunity to set a firm

foundation for our future relations with that continent,

If we de so , we shall

serve the interests of this country far beyond the present generation .
The !<ey to an effective policy on Africa, I believe , will be found in
the perception with which we treat the developing transition on that continent.

If

we understand and appreciate its vast implications and assist in the adjustments
it requires, we will facilitate the emergence of a new Africa.
which will do willingly what it cannot be coerced into doing.

It will be an Africa
It will be an Africa

- 16 which will pour its original and as yet incalculable contributions into the
general progress of free men and into the maintenance of world peace.
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